
SOLUTIONS | VOICE BIOMETRICS

#1 Rated Voice Biometrics Technology
Modernize customers and employees authentication with our seamless, voice-based speaker recogni-
tion solution. Our advanced NIST top-ranked technology ensures maximum accuracy, regardless of the 
text and language.
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/Your new customers will embrace voice authetication

Call start

Experience the market's fastest 
passive-voice authentication, 
delivering swift and secure access 
in just 3 seconds.

3-Second Record Voice
Authentication 

Verify any phrase or language 
effortlessly with our advanced 
voice biometric solution, freeing 
users from memorization or 
repetitive prompts.

Language-Agnostic
Verification

Our internationally acclaimed 
biometric engine is the world's 
best commercial solution, securing 
#1 position from NIST, making it a 
leader in the market.

#1 Ranked Voice Solution:
NIST-certified!

Configurable calibration modes for 
optimal verification and identifica-
tion results in all use cases.

Long (and costly) processes 
Knowledge-based verifications take 60-90 seconds per call 

Multichannel limitations
No unique identification across all channels

Uncertain identity
Only verifies information, not the person's identity

Compromised security
Vulnerable to impersonation with known information

Natural cost-effective authentication
3-second authentication while the person converses

Omnichannel capability 
Voice verification across any channel (phone, chat, app)

Real identity verification
Biometrics uniquely and differentially identify each person

Maximum security
Over 99.9% accuracy with anti-fraud systems

Enhanced Audio Analysis

Verification without biometrics Verification with biometrics

Deploy the solution in any environ-
ment or communication platform in 
hours, thanks to our easy-to-use 
cloud service.

Effortless Integration
Tailor calibration modes to your 
specific use cases for ideal 
verification and identification 
results that match your unique 
requirements.

Tailored solution

Please indicate
the reasion for
your call

In order to verify
your identity,
please provide
your full name ON HOLD

Please wait
while we verify
your identity

AUTHENTICATED
USER
Hi Jane.
Your credit card
has been cancelled
and mailed home

>90s

Hi, I lost
my credit card.
I would like to
replace it.

Jane Doe

Please, provide
your birth date

October 17, 1985

Please, provide
the last 4 digits
of your SSN

XX-1234

Stop using
obsolete
security
questions

Authenticate ID
with voice
authentication

3 secs.

https://veridas.com/en
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Deploy the solution in any environment or communication platform in hours,
thanks to our easy-to-use cloud service.

Backed by the trust of leaders from various industries, our ability to prevent fraud, maximize conversions, 
optimize costs, and enhance user experience is genuine and supported by concrete results.

/Instant Deployment Across Platforms

VISIT OUR PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION HUB TO READ MORE

“In addition to cost 
savings and improved 
security, the technologi-
cal capabilities brought 
to us by Veridas allow us 
to enable new busines-
ses that were unthinka-
ble four years ago”

Juan Francisco Losa
Chief Technology 
Security Officer

BANKING UTILITIES INSURANCE TELCOS

Save costs and streamline opera-
tions in your contact center with 
voice biometrics. Eliminate manual 
customer identity verification, 
minimize call transfers, and reduce 
call times.

Cost Savings and
Operational Efficiency

Say goodbye to complex 
passwords and security questions. 
By reducing authentication time 
and effort, customers can effort-
lessly authenticate themselves 
using their voice.

Improved Customer
Satisfaction

Authenticate customers within 
seconds, eliminating the need for 
additional verification steps. Enjoy 
a seamless customer experience 
while minimizing the risk of fraud.

Faster and More
Secure Authentication

 “Customer satisfaction 
has grown more than 
20% during the imple-
mentation of the voice 
biometrics solution. More 
than 65% of our clients 
who can use this solution 
(more than 200,000) 
have freely agreed to use 
their voice print”

“Voice biometrics 
reduces more than one 
95% customer verifica-
tion time. The average 
busy IVR time is 90 
seconds with traditional 
methods, while with this 
solution it becomes 
5 seconds”

“No other solution in the 
market provided us with 
the same quality of UX, 
thanks to the minimal 
time required for 
registration and 
verification while 
guaranteeing such a high 
level of accuracy, with 
minimal error rates"

Javier Vargas
Innovability Global 
Digital Solutions Leader 

Héctor Estella
VoIP Manager
en Mutua Madrileña

Bernhard Hochstätter
Executive Product 
Manager

MORE SUCCES STORIES
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